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Terms of division were secretly agreed; but Serbia's ensuing
defeats made them for the time quite inapplicable. Indeed after
Abdul Hamid's accession there was even a withdrawal of the
Berlin Memorandum—hailed by Disraeli as justifying the British
abstention.
Already, however, before Serbia's entry, events had begun in
another area, which, as they tardily and gradually became known
to Europe, swung the moral balance heavily against the Porte.
Early in May 1876 risings of comitacljis1 occurred in Bulgaria.
In answer the Turkish government let loose against the Bui-
gar population the armed irregulars known as Bashi-Bazouks.
Through May and June they committed appalling massacres, in
which both sexes and all ages suffered. In one of the Bulgar
administrative districts the subsequent official British estimate
was that 12,000 Christians perished. Torture, rape, flogging, and
pillage accompanied the killings. The miscreants were rewarded
and their leaders decorated; none were punished.
Disraeli was heavily handicapped in dealing with this matter
by the mistakes of Elliott, whose pro-Turkish bias long led him
to minimize the facts. Elliott himself had one excuse, since the
first damning official report from the spot (that of the British
vice-consul at Adrianoplc) failed to reach him. But its contents
became known to the Daily News, then the organ of advanced
liberalism in London; and they came before the public in its
pages on 23 June. Relying on Elliott, Disraeli bel ittled the story,
and treated the atrocities as cto a large extent invent ions'. But
they were only too true; and each week brought confirmation,
till at the beginning of September an official report by Walter
Baring, one of Elliott's subordinates, placed an appalling cata-
logue of horrors beyond further dispute. Disraeli's letters show
his own reaction to have been twofold. First, while unable to
condemn the ambassador in public, he was justly furious in
private at the false position in which his 'lamentable want of
energy and deficiency of information'2 had placed the govern-
ment. Secondly, he realized that the impression produced in
England by events in Bulgaria had 'completely destroyed sym*
pathy with Turkey', and rendered British intervention against
a Russian declaration of war 'practically impossible'.3 Within
* i.e. armed guerrillas directed by a revolutionary committee,
a Letter to Lord Derby, 7 August 1876.
3 Letter to Elliott, 29 August 1876.

